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Table of contents gives a quick over view of her arguments - devoted to splice!





And those redacted references.
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Why redact Scott Borgerson's name we all know.

He is prepared to forfeit all if she disappears!





Two other US citizens have also offered $ - wonder if that was one of referees I spoke about in today's pod?





Have a listen while I speed read the document.

https://t.co/lX5kUDyFQO

I quote: “[S]he was finally able to locate a place where she could not be moving

around constantly and collect herself to fight for her life and to clear her name.”)

Her lawyers referring to her purchasing and moving to New Hampshire.

https://t.co/lX5kUDyFQO




Quote: She is being pursued relentlessly by the press, which would no doubt be

camped out by her front door every day if she were granted bail.

So why leave safe, secure premises? What will her legal team say, considering her 'spouse' refused to acknowledge they

were married





Oh REALLY!

No meaningful documentary corroboration of the Government's Allegations against #GhislaineMaxwell





Here come the redactions.... These about evidence proffered by the authorities.

As I can't see them, imagine #jizzstains voice yelling 'lies lies lies, Virginia lies' from her April 2016 deposition when faced

with evidence and questions about #epstein #clinton and #princeandrew





That middle paragraph may come to bite her in the arse, as we say in Oz.





'strongly imply' that charges were only laid against #GhislaineMaxwell because the main target #epstein had died in their

custody.

That GM was an 'afterthought'.

Wow ok.





America is mean.





Relying on 'heresay' from wardens and interim wardens 'have never seen anything like her current regime'.

Cut the heresay





Oh so #GhislaineMaxwell's treatment is because they are punishing her for the 'BOP's own negligence with respect to

#Epstein'.

Her team have complained and complained but GM still can't sit with the popular kids in the mess hall.





In comes COVID. FFS does she realise the hardship so many individuals, families have had to endure due to COVID. Loss

of loved ones, extreme side effects, loss of jobs, lining up for hours for food parcels?

Going to work and being constantly exposed so they can keep kids fed!





Everyone deserves to have a fair trial with decent legal representation but does she realise that people in the US are having

to push back life saving treatments due to COVID - chemo for starters.





Fighting the urge

Fighting

Fighting

Losing

BITE ME!





Exhibit A - is this #ScottBorgerson but does say they were one of the initial co-signers of her first bail applications.

Note the last bit - prayers for the #Epstein victims.

You say victims I say survivors.





Exhibit B. Has seen her grow up? And has offered to stay with her 24/7 in a house they have already located if given bail!

This person offering up $1.5m.





Exhibit C. Another person putting up $1.5m of their retirement savings.

Oh and look she worked so hard at Terramar - pretty sure @Agenthades1 will have the figures about how much went in and

what came of it. A few speeches and trips to the Arctic Circle Assembly.

https://twitter.com/Agenthades1




Exhibit D. Interesting read. Quick glance is a couple and UK based.

The talk of being hounded by press isn't clear if they were hounded due to #GhislaineMaxwell or a separate event.

Details GM's fear, Gee any thought to the survivors that hid, moved, gave up careers?





Exhibit E. Wow $3.5million. stays with her in European and the UK plus visits to the US.

Says #ghislainemaxwell gave a widow a house. Well hell she has a few.





Exhibit F this is the letter I read in today's pop. Know her since 1979.

Offering up 3.5million.





Exhibit G SURROGATE MOTHER!





Trying to download more exhibits but it seems the site needs coffee.

Nothing is loading!

Remember Ghislaine is behind bars but so are the survivors until justice is served.

The doc site is crashing and timing out so as it’s 10.45pm here in Oz I’m off to bed.

If you can access the docs please share what you find! Many people rely on twitter for their access.
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